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ABSTRACT

Wellness and healthiness depend on physiology if no illness exists in the body. As a treatment either in healthy or sick state, we suggest that sauna exposure could be good for cardiovascular disease (CVD) prevention, especially heart and brains arteries. We measured by our photoplethysmographic (PPG) device the responses caused by sauna exposure on the healthy males and females (10 + 7). As a working hypothesis, the sauna exposure could lower blood pressure and refresh the arterial wall facilitating the blood flow. The mechanisms as a whole have not been enough accurately documented. We recorded for 30 min in the 80°C dry sauna conditions the PPG signals for calculation of arterial elasticity (AE), and heart rate (HR) based on inter beat interval (IBI, the first-order difference), inter beat interval variability (IBIV, the second order difference), and heart rate variability (HRV). IBI and IBIV signals were determined on the second order derivatives of photoplethysmographic (SDPPG) waveforms. For the both IBI and IBIV signals, we plotted them as Poincare plots (Figure 1) by OriginPro2019b (OriginLab). Based on the SDPPG signals from the finger and toe maxima A and B (the first maximum and minimum) we calculated both the EA for finger and toe arteries. The PPG waveforms were noiseless because the subjects were at rest and no extra morphologies exists in PPGs during the sauna exposures, like before and after sauna. In our knowledge, this is the first PPGs measured during the actual sauna exposures.

Figure 1 Poincare plot after the sauna exposure.
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